(M arch 2, ] 959) L et P be a real p a ram eter. It is proved t h at a ll rooLs of Z ,,+I -z"+ P = O li e in t h e ope n unit dis k, if a nd on ly if O< P < 2 s in 7r /(4n + 2).
(1)
In view of tllC substantial li terature r ela ting til e coefficients of a polynomial to the lo ca t ions of its zeros,l one would expect that some standard algorithm co uld be applied to so specific a problem. This seem s to b e on 1y partly true; the appropria te algorithm is that given by the Schur-Cohen Cri terion ,2 which yields onl? an impli cit ch aracterization of S n as the solution-set of a system of n + 1 pol ynomial inequaliti es in P. It appears non t rivi al to derive from this an ex plicit cha racter ization of S ", and so we give in stead an elementary seH-contained solution . The result is the THEOREM. S n={ P [ 0< P < 2 sin 7r/(4n + 2) }.
The problem arose in conn ection with the generating function 3 p"sn(J -ps)
of the r ecurren ce times for run s of n successes in a sequen ce of Bernoulli trials with "success probability" p. Rigorous justification of the usual probability theory manipulations of the power series for F(s) is easy if F(s) has no sin g ularities for [s['::; 1, and this is in fact true and is equivalent (upon setting. z= l /s) to the assertion that all roots of Z,,+l_Z"
The last s ta tem ent shows that S " includes the interval {P I O< P < nn/(n + 1) n+l }, and it was nat ural to inquire whether th is expression gave S n exactl.\-. It follows from our theo rem tha t S" is larger than this interval for all n > O, and is approximately }~7re "" 4.27 times as long for large n . for all s ufficiently small 8> 0. Thus th e s upposition is untenable.
(c) We n ext apply the identity sin n O-sin (n+ 1)0= -2 sin ~O cos ~(2n + 1)0 to obtain Consider now any left endpoint e* of a maximal subinterval of B . According to (b) , we must have sin (ne* )= sin(n + 1)e* , so that f(e*) = sine* /sin(n + 1)e*.
(2)
In fact , the conditions determining such an endpoint are, in addition to (2) 
(0 as above) (5 ) 37r/(2n+ l ), but sin(n + 1)e changes sign earlier, at 7r/ (n + 1). Thus e = 7r/ (n + 1) , and so!(O'-)= (+ oo ). This fact, together with (a) and the results of (c), completes the proof. Our final lemma gives the motivation for lemmas 1 and 2 ; the three lemmas together immediately imply the theorem stated in the introduction.
L EMMA 3. S " is the complement of A UG.
PROOF. (a) Clearly cq (1) has a real root outside the disk: Izl< 1 if and only if P is in A.
(b) Next we observe that z= r exp(ie) is a nOl1l'eal root of eq (1) (10) (11 ) sin(n + 1)(}* > 0, ° :s;e* < 7I' .
(6) Now (9) and (10) are equivalent to (7 ) The points obeying (4), (5), and (7) are precisely the points (0 :S;2j< 2n ); these points also satisfy (6), since sin(n + 1)(} j= cos (4j + 1 )71'/ (4n + 2 )
and so the e/s are precisely the left endpoints of the maximal subintervals of B . From (3) and (8) and (11 ) and (12) are equivalent to
Thus eq (1 ) has a nOl1l'eal root outside the disk Izl< 1 if and only if P lies in the set {fee) 1 sin ne/sin (n + 1) e 2:: I }, which (by considering the change e-c>27r -e) is readily seen to be identical with the set 
